
 

FRIENDS AND ADVENTURE 

 

“Fun always starts with friends” 

Let us walk to a beautiful story which reveals how three best friends enjoyed a trip by overcoming their 

fears.  

There were three childhood friends – Rishi, Danish and Gaurav. They planned a trip to Spain, as they 

made a time from there busy schedule. They have their strongest bond, that they can share each and 

everything like all the ups and downs of life.  So, while packing the bags, Gaurav decided that we will go 

to do every adventurous activity which we had feared about. Rishi had the fear of height, Danish had the 

fear of Bulls and Gaurav had the fear of water. This was their first ever trip together as all of them were 

very excited.   

Now first they went for under water diving activity which was literally like stars came on earth but 

simultaneously thrilling too and Gaurav had an upper level of fear from water but as they all decided to 

bring fear out , they took 2 days training for how to swim under water. Gaurav didn’t even thought of, 

that one day he will do the thing which he was always afraid to do and so he did. It was only possible 

because of his friends who motivate him that Life gives the one chance to make it or break it. All three 

were extremely happy, especially Gaurav.  

Second chance is for the hilarious activity “Bull run” and it’s an impossible for Danish to do but 

somehow his determination and friend’s excitement had made his impossible task true. They run so fast 

that they crossed the winning line. After completed, three of them had the tears of happiness in their 

eyes. It made them realized How important is to be enjoy the moment without fear of anything.  

At last , three friends faced the toughest activity “Sky Diving”, which they somehow knew it may cause 

harm too and Rishi even can’t think of sitting in a plane , how flying in the sky will going to be possible 

for him? But Gaurav and Danish said once that in any condition “Never give up”, if you truly want to 

enjoy this amazing journey called Life. Again they took classes to learn diving by Airplane. Finally they 

did and that was an amazing moment when three of them flying in the sky by holding the hands tighter.  

After this wonderful trip they understand the true meaning of friendship and the importance of bringing 

out the fear by doing all the craziest activities. As they came home, they were missing the fun they had 

during the trip. At last they hugged each other and promised to remain as best friends forever.   

   

 

   



 

 


